Kiwi Road to Mt Messenger, Mt Messenger Forest, Taranaki

WILD FILE
Access Kiwi Road off SH40
Grade Difficult
Time 6.5-10hr
Distance 8.95km
Total ascent 622m
Map Topo50 BH31 Whangamomona.
Further information Permission required for Rerekapa station (contact DOC for details). Area closed for
lambing September 1 to November 30.

DESCRIPTION
The route to Mt Messenger isn’t the easiest navigationally; the track is rough and the markers elusive.
Starting at Kiwi Road is easier than coming the other way from Mt Messenger.
After a drive of about 9km down the winding, narrow, bush-clad road, it comes out into open farmland –
Rerekapa Station – and an unmarked stile near a large silo pit; the start of the walk.
About 50m across the farm, there is a large orange DOC marker. It’s a hand-over-fist, short but sharp climb to
the ridge, through a fence and presumably onto conservation land with the change from farmland to stunted
bush. Some searching will reveal markers, which lead to a pleasant stroll along the ridge.
It can be easy to lose the markers along the ridge; frequent GPS and compass checks are recommended to
stay on track.
A useful waypoint is Huanui (353m), where the markers are more clear along a good track.
The trail follows the ridge tops with some stiff climbs up and over high points and down through saddles.
Skirt around the side of Oneone at 351m and continue across the tops, with views of the razor-sharp sheer
cliffs and slip faces along sections of the track.
Much of the track is overgrown, but there are pleasant stretches where it passes through fairly open mixed
tawa and kamahi forest and crown fern interspersed with small patches of hard beech forest.
Take care on the narrow ridges, which drop away steeply into deep valleys below.
After descending the last steep knee-crunching ridge, the route opens into a meadow of regenerating
kahikatea swamp before one last steep climb back to the road.

Elevation Profile
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Disclaimer: While every effort has been made to map this route correctly, Wilderness does not accept responsibility for any errors. Users should plan their routes and gather as much
information as possible before departing. The GPX file associated with this route has been drawn using Memory-Map software, version 6. Use descretion when following the route,
especially when no track is marked on the map. The GPX file in these cases are a ‘best guess’ of the route only. Users should use a combination of GPS, visual observations, maps
and compass to find the best possible route. Memory Map shows purple tracks and hut icons as verified routes and huts. Red or blue routes are those drawn by Wilderness.
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